(Received for publication, April 28, 1950) In the quantitative titration of individual components of complement (C'), regression lines are obtained for each of a series of mixtures of the test C' with increasing concentrations of a reagent lacking one component (5) . Varying doses of each mixture are pipetted into individual tubes and buffer is added to a constant volume. Mter addition of a standardized quantity of sheep red cells sensitized with rabbit amboceptor, the percentage hemolysis is determined spectrophotometrically (7) . When the probits (1, la) of the percentage hemolysis values for one mixture are plotted against the logarithms of the doses (in milliliters) a straight line is obtained of slope b (b is an index of the shape of the distribution curve of red cell susceptibility to lysis by C' (12)).
Certain Cr-reagent combinations give values of b which are approximately constant with increasing amounts of reagent (Fig. 1 , Hu. C' plus Hu. ZR3, in which Hu. ZR, is a reagent lacking third component, prepared by treating human C' with zymosan). Others (Fig. 1, G .p. C r plus Hu. ZR~) show a marked decrease in b with increasing reagent. The following calculations support the hypothesis that formation of dissoclable complexes between constituents of C' and the reagent used results in changes in the slope, b. Since different doses of the same mixture are made up to the same final volume, complex formation, if it takes place, should occur to different degrees in different tubes. The linear character of the regression line would then be distorted to give a curve, a segment of which might appear to be a line of altered slope.
Let C and R be amounts of the C r component and the reactive material of the reagent, respectively, contained in 1 ml. of a given reagent mixture before complex formation. These symbols will also serve as measures of coneentration. The equilibrium equations will be: r a C + n R~C , . R , , ra and n ~ 1; (1) C.,R.
Let x be the number of milliliters of the mixture placed in a given tube; let z be the amount of complex formed when 1 ml. of reagent mixture is placed
Fzo. 1. O, C' alone. Successive lines, from + to O, represent mixtures containing a constant amount of C' and increasing amounts of Hu. ZRs. in 7.5 ml. total volume; and let z' be the amount of complex formed when x ml. of reagent mixture is placed in the same volume. Then:
If z is small relative to C and R, one can approximate:
and similarly:
Solving for z' in terms of x and z:
The effective doses in 1 ml. and in x ml. are then C --z and ~ --z' or a~7 --zx" +", and the actual ratio of the doses, instead of being x, is . xCzx ~-~ equal to ~-__-~ . With the same approximation as before, this simplifies to x --z / C . x ~ +", or x -fx" +", where f is a constant representing the fraction of C which is lost to complex formation when 1.0 ml. is placed in a tube; ] is of course less than 1. An empirical formula has been given (11) for the inhibition of C' by silicic acid as A --a C 1/~, where & is the decrease of effective C' dose, ¢x is a constant, C is the C' concentration, and 1/# > 1. A is identical with the term f~'~ +" of the formula given here. If y is percentage hemolysis, the regression line equation is:
The correct equation, however, is now seen to be: of slope b, a curve of which a segment may appear to be a straight line of slope b' (Fig. 2) . The new slope can be determined by differentiation:
Justification for the original approximation with regard to z is found in Equation 6 , which can have meaning only if fx ~ + = < x. From this, we find 1 sIC < ~+~-"'----i, which, in general, is a small proportion.
The validity of methods (5) Values of " --
for different values of b'/b are tabulated below: It is seen that even very marked changes of slope are not associated with much change of intercept if m + n is high; m + n may be any number depend° ing on how many molecules of C and of R participate in forming the complex C,.P~.
DISCUSSION
The hypothesis elaborated here provides a ready explanation for results such as those found in the following experiments. The regression line plots shown in Fig. 1 represent data of two experiments performed on the same day. The sensitized cell suspension, the buffer, the glassware, and the reagent were all identical. Where reaction mixtures of Hu. R3 and G.p. C' were used, there was a marked change in b with increasing amounts of reagent. When Hu. Rs and Hu. C r were used, there was almost no change in slope over the same range of reagent concentration. In another pair of experiments, the same Hu. C' and the same G.p. C' were tested with Hu. R3 from a different source. This time very little change in slope was observed with either combination. Titers for third component in the test complements, calculated by using these data (5), were essentially the same in the two sets of experiments, even when no correction is made for the change in slope.
A number of years ago S~rensen suggested that reversibly dissociable complexes might exist among the serum proteins. More recently McFarlane felt that he had demonstrated changes in the proportions of the different serum proteins on dilution (8, 9) . He found too that treating serum with such reagents as ammonium sulfate gave polydispersity and changed proportions among the proteins ~nitiaily present. Pedersen has concluded that certain characteristics of the X-component found in human plasma may be explained by considering it a complex formed by albumin, globulin, and some lipids (10). Harkness and Whittington (3, 4) have obtained an index to clinical states from calculations based on the supposed existence of such complexes. Follensby and Hooker (2) and Kleczkowski (6) have summarized evidence demonstrating the occurrence of non-specific aggregation when mixtures of proteins are heated or exposed to other denaturing agents.
The methods employed in preparing individual component reagents are not necessarily such as to denature the proteins concerned. If, however, complex formation does occur, it may be expected to give rise to slope changes comparable to those observed. The alternative hypothesis, that changes in the surface characteristics of the sensitized red ceils are responsible for the changes in b, seems inconsistent with the results of experiments such as those described. There is therefore theoretical and experimental justification for the use of data to determine 50 per cent hemolysis values in the presence of moderate changes of slope of the regression lines, though rigorous statistical theory does not recognize lines of different slope as comparable for this purpose. SUMMARY The hypothesis is discussed that dissociable complexes are formed between elements of a test complement (C') and the reagent used to titrate it for a particular component.
Calculations are presented which demonstrate that such complex formation may give considerable changes in slopes of percentage hemolysis-log dose regression lines obtained with mixtures of C' and reagent.
It is shown that marked change of slope may occur with relatively little change in the value of the 50 per cent intercept.
